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A Space to talk about.... Preparing to return to  

Secondary School / Sixth Form 
  

This handout has been written to support students in thinking about what the lockdown has 
meant for them and to explore how it feels to be returning to school.  
 

Experiences of lockdown 
Since 23rd March, life has been very different for us all. Work and school have moved into the 
home, face-to-face contact has been very limited, social distancing remains in force and 
everyday activities in general have been restricted.   Although everyone's experience of the 
lockdown will be particular to their circumstances, we'll all have had good days and challenging 
ones.   It is likely that managing our tasks and our thoughts will not have stayed the same 
throughout. Most of us will have moved back and forth along a continuum, for example:  

being able to keep to a routine . . . .  finding it difficult to schedule our time and stick to it 
no trouble getting out of bed  . . . . . . . staying up late and sleeping in 
staying on top of work . . . . . . . falling behind  
keeping the coronavirus in perspective . . . . . . . feeling very worried about becoming ill 
trusting that family and relatives will stay well . . . . . . . anxious about someone dying  
staying in touch with friends and peers . . . . . . . . . . letting contacts slide 
enjoying spending time with family . . . . . . .  experiencing some tensions and difficulties  

 
The lockdown could have been very distressing for many families and we need to be sensitive 
about this. For example: 

 Family relationships may have been very fraught 
 Ensuring there was enough food might have been problematic  
 Money could have been a worry 
 Anxiety may have caused a lot of stress 
 Family members or close friends could have been seriously ill and even died 

 
Whatever our circumstances, we'll all  have had to manage our emotions. It's natural to have had 
ups and downs, moving through different feelings and thoughts such as:  

sad about not seeing relatives and friends . . . . . . relieved that they are not ill 
angry that life is so restricted . . . . . knowing the lockdown isn't forever 
anxieties about getting ill  . . . . .   doing our part to stay safe 
feeling out of control and powerless over the virus . . . . .   experiencing periods of 
acceptance 
getting frustrated about lockdown . . . . .  taking responsibility for ourselves   
worries about the future . . . . .  accepting that things will continue to be difficult for a while  
fretting over lost opportunities . . . . .   accepting that everyone is missing out   
losing independence . . . . .  knowing greater freedom will come  
regret over time not used too well. . . . .  determined to make better use of the time 
available   
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Some unexpected positives 

Even if we've had tough times,  perhaps the experience has brought out the best in us. Maybe 
we've had opportunities to support others or we've been helped ourselves by neighbourhood 
networks.  Looking back over the recent weeks, we might discover some surprising positives. 
Maybe we've noticed the following:   
 

 We are able to manage fear and uncertainty better than we'd imagined.  
 We've recognised that worrying doesn't change anything 
 We've had some good moments just doing ordinary things. 
 We've had some quality time with family. 
 We've developed new interests. 
 We've enjoyed nature and made the most of walks in local parks. 
 We have managed to be resilient in some ways.  
 We have found a new appreciation for the life we had and can look forward to better 

times. 
 We may have disappointed ourselves in some ways but can now look forward and resolve 

to try harder.  
 

Managing change 

Returning to school is another change to get used to. Research tells us that change management 
includes going through different stages as shown in the image below.  

 
             Here is how the change curve shown above could apply to our experience of the 
coronavirus:  

When we first heard about the lockdown and school closures, most of us denied it was 
really serious and thought the lockdown would only last a few weeks. Realising that 
people were dying and that the lockdown would go on for months, not weeks stirred up 
shock and confusion. This will have sparked some  resistance - maybe we refused to do 
our work from home, for instance, and pretended this was a holiday. Perhaps we tried to 
blame the government for not doing enough sooner.  We might have searched for 
answers and begun to feel very anxious, uncertain fearful and frustrated. Gradually, we 
will have arrived at an understanding that the virus is global and regained our optimism 
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about the future as the whole world is working on a vaccination. It is likely  that we will 
experience and revisit all of these feelings from time to time, depending on our 
circumstances; there is no right or wrong way to feel. Over time,  it is possible that we'll 
have been able to  accept the changes brought about by the virus and committed 
ourselves to going forward, even though we don't quite know what the 'new normal' will 
look like.  

Applying the change curve to your own experience 

Track your changing feelings through your own change curve:  
What are/were you most in denial about?  
What shocks/shocked or confused you?  
What do/did you resist?  
Who or what do/did you blame?  
What are/were you anxious or fearful about?  
What helps/ helped you to gain an understanding of the situation?  
What are your hopes and concerns for the future?  Who might be able to help you?  

 

Reactions to returning to school 
Transitioning back into school is yet another change to cope with and there are many reasons 
why students as well as staff could find it a challenge. We all get used to our daily routines and 
structures.  This 'known world' was disrupted once already when lockdown was announced. 
During recent weeks,  we developed new routines – or perhaps very little routine - in response to 
the lockdown and our days and weeks had a different rhythm. Returning to school is another 
change to get used to.   
 
As we've seen already, change brings up feelings.  None of us will have exactly the same 
reactions to change even if we are in the same situation.  However, some of the feelings stirred 
up will be common to us all.    
 

Getting ready   
There are some preparations everyone can make for the transition back into school life:   
 

 Read and reflect upon the issues raised in this handout. 
 Reconnect with friends we might have overlooked during the lockdown. 
 Practise getting into a more usual pattern of waking and sleeping     
 Review some of the school work set  
 Talk over the feelings related to the lockdown with friends or family and realise that 

everyone will have some of the same experiences.    
 Think about the aspects of school you are most looking forward to, such as meeting up 

with friends  and teachers, as  well as what might feel more challenging, for example 
becoming more personally  organised for the day.     

  
Facing our feelings 

Returning to school will bring students into contact with some losses to manage and perhaps 
some worries over the kinds of uncertainties the new will bring.  For instance, although lockdown 
has been challenging, life may have been more relaxed without strict times to keep to in the 
mornings.  Loss of quality time with family might be acutely felt. Perhaps no longer being able to 
live in a kind of suspended animation without having to think too much about the future could 
strike hardest.   
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For some students, ordinary school life can be dominated by pressure to meet their own or the 
school's or their family's expectations, a stress which may have been less intense over the 
lockdown. Returning to on-site education might feel like coming back to reality with a bump. It is 
important to remember that stress and anxiety may not be easy to identify as it can show itself in 
different ways such as withdrawing, going numb or cutting off from our feelings.  It can also be 
expressed in loss of confidence, worry, tiredness, irritation, anger or frustration.   
 
The lockdown brought specific losses that students will need to identify and move on from such as 
the loss of quality time with school staff, classmates and friends, timetabled exams (Year 11 and 
Year 13 exams are more than a test - they are a rite of passage) and special events such as 
planned off-site trips, assemblies, parties and leavers' prom. These losses will feel different for 
everyone.   
 

Taking time to adjust 

Learning, development and peace of mind will have been impacted upon to some extent by the 
lock down.  Staff and students will need time to adjust.  Although schools are re-opening, this is 
partial as not all students will be attending. This means that classes will be smaller, activities may 
be different due to social distancing and the school is likely to feel less animated and lively, 
perhaps even a little empty.  We must all work to hold onto the positives. Students and staff will be 
back in their familiar environment. As classes will have fewer pupils, school may not be quite the 
same yet but progress will be made and school will be moving forward and so on.  We need to 
remember  that we are still in a period of change and that we will need to get used to things 
continuing to be different. This is  key to managing the transition we are all going through from 
how life used to be, to the shape it may take in future. It helps to remind ourselves that we are all 
going through this together and that much that is good can come out of times of change.  


